The American Red Cross said on Monday that its Disaster Relief Fund is wiped out and it's being forced to borrow money to help flood victims throughout the Midwest. Jeff Towers, the organization's chief development officer, said the balance for domestic disaster relief efforts is zero. He said the American Red Cross would borrow to keep workers and volunteers in the field helping flood victims. "The Red Cross remains committed to providing the scale of services that people expect of the Red Cross when disaster strikes, and the way that we are doing that right now is taking out loans to fund our response," he said during a conference call from Washington. "That's not a position we want to be in; it's obviously not sustainable."

The shortage in the organization's only domestic disaster relief fund comes as it continues flood relief efforts in soaked Iowa and ramps up its work downstream in Illinois and Missouri as more flooding is expected there. Officials said the Red Cross has 2,500 workers on the ground, 89 percent of them volunteers. Joe Becker, senior vice president of disaster services, said the fund has been depleted over the past few years in the absence of large-scale disasters that bring attention to the relevance of the Red Cross. "We have had a large number of mid-size disasters or silent disasters that have cost us a considerable amount of money where we've not been able to raise what it's cost us to provide that service," he said.

So far, he said the flood response in the Midwest has cost about $15 million, and Towers said it could reach as high as about $40 million. "That's putting this in the category of a very significant disaster for the Red Cross, historically, when you would look at what we spend on relief efforts," Becker said.

Towers said the organization has raised only about $3.2 million toward the flooding response. He said it's an especially difficult time to seek funds with a troubled economy and many previous givers now reaching an age that they are on a fixed income. He said much of what the Red Cross can expect to spend will depend on what happens down river. "Frankly, the wild card is whether St. Louis floods or how significantly St. Louis floods," Becker said, adding that the crest there is expected to be 39 feet, about 10 feet lower than in 1993. "We're taking that as good news."
Bush Purging Air Force of Dissident Officers before Attacking Iran?

It looks very much like George Bush and Dick Cheney are purging the armed forces of any dissident officers who might object to a last-minute surprise attack on Iran. The Army has been under the neocons’ thumb since the neocon puppet General David Petraeus took over last year. The Navy came under the chopping block when Admiral Fallon was relieved as Centcom commander some months ago, after voicing private opposition to Bush’s insane escalating confrontation with Iran. Now it’s the turn of the Air Force, the arm of the service which would bear the brunt of any assault against the Persians.

A recent artical reports that the top chiefs of the Air Force have resigned in an unprecedented move. No doubt some careerist Pentagon suck-ups approved by the neocons will replace them. The same artical tried to blame the men currently resigning their top positions as being responsible for the “misplaced” nuke incident in which a B52 supposedly flew to the wrong base with six nuclear weapons last year. This is bull. The nuclear weapons were en route to the Persian Gulf in preparation for an attack on Iran, but somebody leaked word of their presence to the media and so the government had to make up this “it was all a mistake” fairytale.

It is entirely likely that whoever becomes President in November is going to have a red-hot shooting war land right in his lap the moment he walks into the Oval Office, along with $8.00 per gallon gas prices, food shortages, a worsening subprime mortgage crisis, massive homelessness due to foreclosures and completely uncontrolled open borders. More and more, I am starting to wonder who the hell would want to be the next President.

In a way these resignations may be a good sign that a large portion of the military elite does not want America to launch another unjustified war of aggression. There are still secret whistle-blowers, who didn’t let Bush get away with that nuclear bomb transfer last year. Add to this, a news artical about an announcement by a Senate panel today that said Bush lied us into the Iraq War. The timing of this Senate announcement suggests that an effort is being made to discourage a second war of aggression by exposing the lies that led to the last one.

Three years ago, a Zogby poll showed that 53 percent of Americans wanted George Bush impeached if he lied us into the Iraq War. Well, we finally have official confirmation of that from our own government. The United States is a Republic and the will of the people is supposed to be represented. And don’t forget the Constitution says that a president or high official who commits a serious crime “shall be impeached.” It doesn’t say “may be impeached depending on how cowardly or complicit Congress happens to be.”

Impeachment isn’t the only thing hanging over Bush’s head. George Bush and Dick Cheney could theoretically be tried and executed under the 1996 war crimes act because their policies resulted in the torture killings of prisoners of war. One internet artical explains “The War Crimes Act of 1996 was passed with overwhelming majorities by the United States Congress and signed into law by President Bill Clinton. The law defines a war crime to include a ‘grave breach of the Geneva Conventions’ …all the Conventions share the following text in common: ‘…wilful killing, torture or inhumane treatment…’ The law applies if either the victim or the perpetrator is a national of the United States or a member of the U.S. armed forces. The penalty may be life imprisonment or death. The death penalty is only invoked if the conduct resulted in the death of one or more victims.” The law applies to US politicians, who might change the rules on torture, as well as soldiers in the field. I don’t suppose we would ever seriously consider some kind of Nuremberg-style tribunal to put Bush, Cheney, Condoleezza and all the other neocons on trial for war crimes and crimes against humanity? Maybe even with a gallows or two thrown in? If only the law were applied to everyone equally!!
And you thought it was safer to fly?

Our politicians and big corporation spokesmen keep telling us that the continuing flood of Third World labor, especially from India is supposedly “a good thing.” It definitely means cheaper labor for big corporations. Some companies seem so focused on replacing White Americans with cheap, brown foreigners, that quality and a severe drop in productivity is often ignored. In some cases it is considered “racist” to complain about an Indian worker as incompetent. White engineers (and the rare executives who value competent work over golf) who try to sound the alarm about inept Third Worlders can quickly be shown the door for telling a forbidden truth.

The incompetence can range from poorly analyzed aircraft parts, that may fail in flight to something much more dangerous. Sometimes the incompetence may involve the “nut behind the wheel” (the pilot). An AFP news article reports “An Air India flight headed for Mumbai overshot its destination and was halfway to Goa before its dozing pilots were woken out of a deep slumber by air traffic control, a report said. The high altitude nap took place approximately two weeks ago, the Times of India reported Thursday. The report, however, drew a furious denial from Air India. Some 100 passengers were on board the state-run flight that originated from Dubai and flew to the western Indian city of Jaipur before heading south to Mumbai when both pilots fell asleep, a source told the paper… The plane flew to Mumbai on autopilot, but when air traffic there tried to help the aircraft land, the plane ignored their instructions and carried on at full speed towards Goa. ‘It was only after the aircraft reached Mumbai airspace that air traffic control realised it was not responding to any instructions and was carrying on its own course,’ the source said. ‘The aircraft should have begun its descent about 100 miles (160 kilometres) from Mumbai, but here it was still at cruising altitude. We checked for hijack.’ Finally air traffic control buzzed the cockpit and woke up the pilots, who turned the plane around, the report said.”

Notice that the Indian management’s first reaction was to deny the event even happened. Sweeping things under the rug is standard operating procedure for many Asian countries. It’s a little difficult to imagine why the pilots would overfly their destination and then ignore attempts to contact them —only responding after they were “buzzed” as ground control tried to wake them up.

As if falling asleep isn’t bad enough, the article also notes “Indian papers also reported this week that a flight operated by private airline Jetlite to the central Indian city of Patna was grounded after the pilot was alleged to be drunk.”

If we want to stay a “First World” nation with a high standard of living, free of the disasters so common in the Third World, we need to stop Third World immigration to the US. We already have 100 million Blacks, Latinos and other non-Whites here in the US. A nation is only as good as the people who make up its population. There is nothing “magical” about the US that will prevent it from becoming a Third World nation as more and more key jobs are taken from Whites and given to cheap Third World bunglers.

Let us keep our jobs in White American Hands.

Holland
for President in 2008
The only choice for White America.
The flight of the Whites.

A centuries old civilisation which has influenced the whole world with its advanced culture is being demolished by treachery from within. It is time that racial aliens were sent back to their homelands and a great nation allowed to revitalise itself, but that will not happen until the present government of Great Britain is removed from power and replaced by a government that actually represents the White people of Britain.

According to the London Daily Telegraph: “White and ethnic minority communities are becoming increasingly separated by growing levels of population movement and immigration… More white families are moving from London to the regions, while many immigrants arrive in the capital from overseas, the think-tank Migration watch says. The change in 10 years has been ‘extraordinarily rapid’, with 606,000 more people moving out of London than arrived from elsewhere in the country. In the same period, a net 726,000 immigrants arrived in the capital from overseas.”

The Telegraph goes on “Other regions, notably the South West, South East and East Midlands are having to expand rapidly to deal with the white outflow from London, putting strain on their housing, transport, education and health systems. Of the migration from London, almost 300,000 people moved to the South West between 1993 and 2003 and 181,000 went to the east of England… Migration watch says the changes, even for a city as diverse and as vibrant as London, are unprecedented’. It says: ‘Migration within the UK is mainly from areas of high ethnic minority population to those with predominantly white populations. The effect is a rapid increase in the ethnic minority composition of some boroughs, resulting from an outflow of the white population and an inflow of African and Asian international migrants.’ Here in America, we have known this phenomenon for years. It’s called “White Flight.” The Telegraph article notes “This is accentuated by demographic factors such as the age distribution and fertility rates of some ethnic minority groups. Overall, the result is that the white population of the UK and the ethnic minority are becoming increasingly separated. The think-tank says the trend has serious implications for social cohesion’, a worry expressed by an independent report into the disturbances in Oldham, Burnley and Bradford in 2001.” The “disturbances” euphemistically noted in the article were riots by the unruly Third World rabble.

In view of the draconian and tyrannical manner in which the British government usually reacts to any threat to their policy of enforced diversity and multiculturalism whether the people want it or not, the U. K. will probably institute some kind of Soviet-style internal passport system and begin using armed force to compel Whites to remain in their increasingly dangerous and squalid neighborhoods, surrounded by violent blacks and Asians. The U.K. is not like the U.S.A. We still have wide open spaces over here, and the wealthy liberals and retiring Baby Boomers can always create more gated communities, Boomertowns and ever more distant suburbs to which they can flee for safety. The price of real estate betrays the fact that White neighborhoods, especially in the suburbs go for a premium while black-infested real estate sometimes cannot even be given away. (Many White property owners in Detroit simply abandoned their properties which became too dangerous to visit.) Wealthy Whites in America enjoy a discreetly all-White environment in their suburbs, free of muggers, crack addicts and swarthy teenagers looking for trouble.

Britain however is a relatively small island, with barely enough room for its White population. They don’t have the luxury of vast open areas; they just keep trying to jam more and more sardines into the tin can, with the most recent being brown and rotten ones. Check the picture and play the new Brit game called “Spot the White man”.

An observation from a recent visitor.

I have received from a contact in the Fatherland. Yes, Germany where many of our Ancestors were born, in fact, some of you may well have been born there. Germany was a very proud and honourable country and my memories of it in the 60s and 70s are of a nation who had pulled itself back up after being so badly and unnecessarily devastated during World War 2. This was a nation which had worked hard, rebuilt their cities, and factories. They had an economy that was one of the most secure in Europe and was highly respected throughout the world. Needless to say, the Jews were not happy and have spent much of their time reminding Germany of the war and making sure that the nation felt guilty for their alleged misdeeds. Squeezing as much compensation out of the nations wealth.

Germany is in the European Union as is France, Great Britain, Ireland and many others. The union started off with six nations and was only a union of common Market countries who traded with each other. It was known throughout Europe as The Common Market. Then it began to grow, twelve nations which became the European Economic Community, (EEC). All the 12 were prosperous nations and worked hard.

This union then grew to 15 nations, and changed it’s name again. This time it became the European Union (EU). Now the politicians within the EU decided it was time to become a political union as well as an Economic union. With the break up of the Eastern Block they decided to take on more nations, but the problem is that these countries are poor and have a much lower standard of living and a far greater culture difference having been so long under communist rule. Gradually one by one the countries of eastern Europe have been taken into the union and the borders of the EU opened until there is now a flood of Rumanians, Bulgarians, Latvians etc. And among all these are the Russian Mafia, who aren’t even in the EU, but they have come via those new member states.

On top of this is the steady and constant flow of illegal immigrants from Asia, Africa and the middle East all claiming asylum. Most of these asylum seekers are only in Europe for the rich pickings. So this sets the scene for what is now seen in Germany.

Germany in the 60s and 70s and even on into the 80s was a very clean and safe place to live. Very prosperous with full employment and had generous pensions for the retired population, the population that had worked so hard to rebuild the country. However, Germany today is far different. The pensions have been squeezed, There are beggars on the streets of the major cities, even in the Kurfürstendamm (the 5th Avenue of Berlin). There are many Turkish people who were allowed into Germany in the 50s and 60s to help rebuild Germany and have been allowed to stay and now their children are grown and are turning areas into Turkish ghettos with no go areas for the police. As in many other European countries, there is a flight of whites from the cities. German culture is being allowed to erode, and as you take the tour bus around you are shown the new Mosques that are build and the blocks of flats with Turkish flags being displayed.

The German TV proclaim how wonderful it is to live in a multicultural society and how great to see all these races mixing so well. The truth is far different and easy to see, the German people are very unhappy and there is a lot of tension building up. The governments of Europe were all democracies, but today, this is not so. They still claim to be so, but one by one each country gives up its sovereignty to the EU.

Berlin is still a beautiful city with much to see, but for how much longer can this cancer be allowed to eat out the soul of this once great land. There are patriots, who are trying to stop the decay and give back Germany to the German people. German patriots “I Salute you in your fight for freedom”.

We, in America, also have a fight on our hands. We see what is happening to our great cities with illegal's flooding in from over the borders. We can fight back because we have the NSM, and other patriots throughout this Nation of ours that are willing to stand up and be counted. Remember, in Europe Freedom is disappearing, we must not let it happen here.
What is the Mayor trying to tell us?

With friends like New York’s mayor Michael Bloomberg, Obama doesn’t need enemies. Obama has been currying Jewish favor for weeks now, trying to dispel any notion that he would be a less obedient puppet than McCain. Personally, I don’t think the Jews are buying it. The Israeli newspaper Ha’aretz, Israel’s equivalent of the New York Times, says: “New York mayor Michael Bloomberg urged Jewish voters to denounce the whisper campaign that for months has pushed the false rumor that Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama is secretly a Muslim. Bloomberg warned a Jewish group in Boca Raton, Florida, on Friday that the attempt to portray Obama as a shadowy Muslim with a hidden agenda often targets Jewish voters online and with e-mails.”

If Bloomberg really didn’t want to give the rumors currency, then why did he mention them in the first place? The best way to scotch a rumor is to not repeat it. That particular rumor (if it is a rumor) has been going the rounds for months, and the Obama-worshipping liberal media have pretty much dismissed it. Only the most fervent neocons on Fox News seem to nurturing it hoping it will become true if only they repeat it enough times. Now here comes Mr. Bloomberg bringing it up again. Ha’aretz goes on: “The deceptive campaign against Obama, who is Christian, ‘threatens to undo the enormous strides that Jews and Muslims have made together in this country,’ the New York mayor said. The lies are ‘cloaked in concern for Israel, but the real concern is about partisan politics,’ said Bloomberg, who is Jewish. ‘This is wedge politics at its worst, and we’ve got to reject it—loudly, clearly and unequivocally.”

First of all “enormous strides” in Jewish-Muslim relations—is he nuts? Most Jews see Muslims as their racial enemies. So by repeating the rumor over and over, Bloomberg claims he is fighting it. Very sneaky—even for a Jew. And of course, every article that “rejects” the Obama-is-a-Muslim rumor must contain something like this from Ha’aretz: “Some have questioned Obama’s commitment to Israel; this stems partly from his stated willingness to talk with leaders of rogue nations, which McCain and others have criticized as a sign he underestimates the threat posed to Israel by Iran and others in the Middle East. There is also uneasiness about Obama among some Jewish people because his former church pastor has praised black Muslim leader Louis Farrakhan, who has made anti-Semitic remarks.”

This is going to be interesting. Obama is doing back flips to please the Jews, and the Israeli-neocon branch is clearly not amused. That middle name “Hussein” just doesn’t go over well with the Israelis, those photos in Muslim garb don’t help and there was that matter of the madrassah. Could there be a split among Jews—with liberal Jews finally getting a non-White candidate for president that they can salivate over while the Israeli and neocon Jews sit by a little bit distrustful of Obama, but tolerating him anyhow? In recent years, Israel has been like a spoiled three year old that always gotten its way. It would be a major change if the Israelis didn’t get exactly what they want in terms of the US government.
A great financial disaster could happen this summer!

The London Daily Telegraph reports: “The Royal Bank of Scotland has advised clients to brace for a full-fledged crash in global stock and credit markets over the next three months as inflation paralyses the major central banks. ‘A very nasty period is soon to be upon us - be prepared,’ said Bob Janjuah, the bank’s credit strategist.” Now, I know that those of us who do not live in Great Britain won’t appreciate the seriousness of this story, but the Royal Bank of Scotland is basically the top dog in the British banking system, more so than the Bank of England, and when they say something like this, everybody had better listen and batten down the hatches.

The US stock market lost 220 points on Friday closing under 12,000 for the first time since March. Gas prices are at a record high putting a severe strain on consumers. Two-thirds of the US economy depends on consumer spending, and the oil companies are looting people’s wallets every time they fill up their tanks. Add to this the continuing subprime mortgage crisis and the continuing threat of a war with Iran, which could send gas prices to six or eight dollars per gallon. The Telegraph goes on: “A report by the bank’s research team warns that the S&P 500 index of Wall Street equities is likely to fall by more than 300 points to around 1050 by September as all the chickens come home to roost from the excesses of the global boom, with contagion spreading across Europe and emerging markets. Such a slide on world bourses (stock exchanges) would amount to one of the worst bear markets over the last century.” Considering some of the bad markets we’ve had over the last century, including the painful Bush Senior recession of the 1990s and the Great Depression of 1929-1941, that’s quite a conclusion. The article does not mention a war on Iran. They seem to think the world economy will collapse soon just due to years of bad fiscal policies and the continuing subprime crisis. I say again, these are not strange little scribblers hiding in Switzerland and putting out Internet newsletters to try and glom onto old people’s savings. The Royal Bank of Scotland is right at the heart of the European banking and financial world, and they are obviously on the verge of hysterics about what’s coming.

The Telegraph article continues “‘Cash is the key safe haven. This is about not losing your money, and not losing your job,’ said Mr Janjuah, who became a City star after his grim warnings last year about the credit crisis proved all too accurate. RBS expects Wall Street to rally a little further into early July before short-lived momentum from America’s fiscal boost begins to fizzle out, and the delayed effects of the oil spike inflict their damage ‘Globalisation was always going to risk putting G7 bankers into a dangerous corner at some point. We have got to that point,’ he said.”

In other words, don’t buy a new car anytime soon. Quit playing the market for a few months. Try to pay off your debts and start saving money. This may be your last chance to sell your house before the next Great Depression hits (just make sure you get cash for the house, not some lame payment deal that depends on the buyer keeping his job). We’ve been warning people for some time to get their financial act together. If you can’t buy a house near your job, buy some rural property and a used RV. You could easily be living there soon.

New York City Rookie Cop turned bank robber.

READING.Pa. - A suspended New York city transit policeman remains in federal custody following a guilty plea in the April 10 armed robbery of a Berks county bank. Federal charges are also pending against 21-year-old Christian Torres in two bank robberies in New York City. He pleaded guilty Monday in Reading to robbing a bank in Muhlenberg Township using a firearm. The weapons charge carries a mandatory seven-year sentence under federal guidelines, in addition to the robbery sentence.

Authorities say $116,000 was taken in the Muhlenberg Township robbery. Torres was apprehended in a minivan a few blocks from the bank when employees alerted police with a silent alarm. He’s accused of robbing a bank branch in Queens twice in 2007, once taking $16,000 and a second time making off with $102,000.
Former Bears Stearns fund managers arrested.

The System appears to have come to appreciate the need for a few sacrificial lambs to blame for the ongoing economic crash. Two Bears Stearns executives are the first to be thrown in the volcano.

A news article reports “Bear Stearns Company former hedge fund managers Ralph Cioffi and Matthew Tannin were taken into custody at their homes this morning over their roles in the collapse of two funds that ignited the subprime mortgage crisis last year. The arrests are the first from a federal probe of possible fraud by banks and mortgage firms whose investments in subprime loans and securities plunged in value, causing losses that now total $396.6 billion. The Securities and Exchange Commission may sue the two men as early as today, claiming they committed fraud by falsely telling investors the funds they managed were in good condition, people with knowledge of the case said.” Like they were going to tell their investors “We’re growing our business by making $500,000 home loans to crack heads and other people, who would not qualify for a credit card.”

The article goes on “Cioffi, 52, was taken into custody at his Tenafly, New Jersey, home and Tannin, 46, at his Manhattan apartment, said James Margolin, a spokesman for the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s New York office. The two men were processed at FBI headquarters in Manhattan, then taken out in handcuffs by six FBI agents to be transported across the East River to Brooklyn federal court for an appearance later today in connection with an indictment.” This is an indication of the ritualistic nature of these sacrifices, when two senior suits are “perp-walked” for the media. My guess is that neither the dawn arrests or the perp-walking was necessary. I very much doubt if either of these two white collar crooks had any intention of fleeing. As a defense they could argue that their bosses let them go ahead with the high risk loans. It’s hard to imagine a prosecution that overlooks the CEO. Then again Dick Cheney and Rumsfeld escaped prison over the Abu Ghraib scandal, and a few lowly National Guard troopers took the blame for that.

Bear Stearns is almost old news these days, and has been somewhat eclipsed by the collapse of the housing market and millions of homes being foreclosed on over the past couple of months, but basically, for those whose memories go back as far as January, Bear Stearns was the first major financial investing institution to go down when all this fake money and bad credit we’ve got floating around, which the Jews have basically created out of nothing, finally vanished. They had to be bailed out by J. P. Morgan. Normally an overextended business like Bear Stearns would have gone bankrupt with no one racing in to save them, but apparently someone in the Bush regime pulled a few strings to arrange a take over to avoid the panic and bad press that would follow a major investing firm collapsing.

There will be some more token indictments and arrests, no doubt. The Establishment understands that the public is finally becoming at least dimly aware of how criminally irresponsible policies are threatening to collapse our economy. These obscene CEO salaries seem to be especially getting people’s goats. I think we can assume, though, that none of the men actually responsible for the coming economic horror will ever see the inside of a prison cell.

Check out the latest from NSM Records.